
Suffolk University assists city with providing COVID-19 shelter 
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homeless individuals to safely quarantine. suffolk university will be repurposed thing a 
dormitory building that will provide 172 new beds. this will be managed in  
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individuals to safely quarantine. suffolk university will be repurposing a dormitory 
building that will provide 172 new beds. this facility will be managed in collaboration with 
the pine  
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for homeless individuals to safely quarantine . suffolk university will be repurposed in a 
dormitory building that will provide hundred and 72 new beds. this facility will be 
managed  
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we get creative and we figure it i want to thank suffolk university for stepping up to the 
plate and getting these facilities ready so quickly. i also want to thank the neighbors and 
businesses in the  
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when people are in need we come creative and figure it out. suffolk university for stepping 
i sincerely want to thank up to the plate and getting these facilities ready so quickly.  
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we help them and we get i sincerely want to thank the suffolk university for stepping up to 
the plate and getting these facilities ready so health want to give a shout out quickly.  
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a strong city does when people are in need we come together to help them we creative we 
figure it out I sincerely want to thank Suffolk University for stepping up to the plate and 
getting these facilities ready so quickly I also want to give a shout out thank the neighbors 
and businesses in the Brighton area and a beacon Hill feel compassion and  
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they're doing that by transforming a suffolk university dormitory into a shelter and also a 
former hospital in brighton into a shelter. those are ready to take people  
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well. and so a dorm, is the but also in some other mralss as suffolk university has been 
repurposed to help with the homeless community, with 172 new beds, and also a former 
hospital on common avenue and bright  
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preparing for a while 550 new batch of australians might be suffering from kobe 19 each at 
Suffolk University in Boston medical Center also re purposing a former hospital it right 
there although announcing new restrictions on Park in the city he said too many people are 
still gathering and playing sports they've been tying basketball hoops  
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taking to assist those experiencing homelessness 550 new beds are being made available as 
early as tomorrow Suffolk University will be re purposing a dormitory building held via 
172 new beds the facility will be managed by the be clad Gration with pine Street and and 
Boston Public Health  
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report of koran virus in the city's homeless community the city is re purposing a Suffolk 
University dormitory and an old hospital in Brighton to provide more than 200 beds to 
ease crowding in city shelters to limit the virus's spread there are more than 4000 
confirmed cases in  
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to walk to the car there's no playing in top lots than they are also announced that a dormant 
Suffolk University is being converted into 172 new beds for the homeless former hospital 
on Commonwealth Avenue in Brighton also will provide 70 new beds could acting city is 
a long term effort will continue to  
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Boston is creating hundreds of new beds for its homeless community during the outbreak a 
dormant Suffolk University and an old hospital in Brighton will be converted to provide 
space for the homeless recovering from the virus while says the city continues to adapt to 
the growing health crisis the  
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announcing today that more beds will be going online tomorrow Suffolk University is 
converting one of the two storms into space for the homeless 172 new beds will now be 
available there in addition of former hospital on comment and bright will be offering 70 
new beds  
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iope andray purpose or belts according teen center next to the South hampton Street shelter 
a dormant Suffolk University a former Boston medical Center building and a former acute 
care center in Brighton now owned by the Davis company's director of development 
Stephen Davis what our company done and really Yep a backup to  
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problem persists for 90 point 9w be you are I'm more T gone the city is re purposing 
Suffolk University don't hurry and known hospital in brain to provide more than 200 beds 
for the city's homeless during the crisis there's spend one confirmed case in Boston's 
homeless community and Rhode Island governor is  
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population are being increased mayor Marty Walsh announced details at a news 
conference outside city call earlier today Suffolk University will be re purposing a 
dormitory building told via 172 new beds the facility will be managed by the being clever 
Gration with pine Street and and Boston Public  
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cities also building a quarantine an isolation center next to the South hampton Street 
shelter repurposing a dormant Suffolk University and Re opening the close new pavilion 
building at Boston medical Center to the city's most vulnerable still get the treatment they 
need and Olson Madison Rogers WBZ Boston's news radio new York state now  
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Boston is creating hundreds of new beds for its homeless community during the outbreak a 
dormant Suffolk University and an old hospital and brighten will be converted to provide 
space for the homeless recovering from the virus mayor Walsh says the city continues to 
adapt to the growing health crisis those  
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from traveling to massachusetts Tory Bedford of GPH boston's local NPR Boston mayor 
Marty Walsh today announced that a Suffolk University dorm and former bright hospital 
handyman hospital are being converted to provide services to those experiencing 
homelessness means 242 new beds in the city the  
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over 45 years with more than 30 lawyers and 20 practice areas be well advised suffolk law 
dotcom and from mark's panetta llp offering accounting tax consulting and litigation 
support services and proud to support the usa you marks pan dotcom support also comes 
from our contributing listeners  
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several facilities better being reopened 3 purpose or belts according teen center next to the 
South hampton Street shelter a dormant Suffolk University a former Boston medical 
Center building and a former acute care center in Brighton now owned by the Davis 
company's director of development Stephen Davis  
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Boston mayor Marty Walsh announced expanded services for the city's homeless 
population 242 new beds will open at a converted Suffolk University dorm and former 
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bright hospital as soon as tomorrow the governor set up a new online portal will streamline 
the collection of personal protective equipment the  
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individuals to safely quarantine. >> reporter: suffolk university will repurpose a dorm to 
provide 172 beds. another 70 beds will be available at a former hospital  
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be closing parks if the problem persists for 90 point 9w be you are I'm Mark P gone the 
city is re purposing a Suffolk University don't hurry ends and old hospital and brighten to 
provide more than 200 beds the city's homeless during the crisis there has ban one 
confirmed case in Boston's homeless community  
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for that purpose and the bulk of those are at a suffolk university dorm. the other facility is 
a former hospital in brighton which has about 70 beds and will be open tomorrow.  
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>> that is according to a poll done by suffolk university and the boston globe last week, 
asking residents about personal concerns, resources and more 76% of residents are very  
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>> as far as sheltering boston's homeless, suffolk university is stepping up to the plate 
tonight. they are repurpose in old dorm not far away from here. that will provide an extra 
172  
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spaces for homeless individuals to safely quarantine. >> reporter: suffolk university is 
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quarantine. >> the mayor says that suffolk university plans to turn a dorm into a shelter 
with 172 beds and old hospital in the commonwealth avenue area and brighton will add 
another 70 beds and  
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buildings into temporary shelters including dorms at suffolk university and a vacant former 
hospital in brighton. the buildings will provide more than 200 beds for the homeless to self 
quarantined.  
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downtown dormitory at Suffolk University and 70 more at a former hospital in Brighton 
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homeless population from the coronavirus outbreak. suffolk university dorms are one used 
as part of the quarantine of the locations that will be and recovery process. and more than 
50 new beds will  
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spaces for homeless individuals to safely quarantine. >> john: suffolk university will 
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dorm transformed into homeless shelter>> suffolk university in boston... will be using one 
of its dorms... to house hundreds of the city's homeless population during the  
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mayor Walsh is working to open hundreds of treatment and shelter beds for homeless 
people affected by the virus announcing Suffolk University is converting Some of its dorm 
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had their first confirmed case in the homeless community-- suffolk university is opening 
up dorm rooms to provide 172 more beds. and a former hospital in brighton is also being 
repurposed to provide 70  
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buildings into temporary shelters including dorms at suffolk university and a vacant former 
hospital in brighton. the buildings will provide more than 200 beds for the homeless the 
city says the brighton site  
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space and treatment facilities for people experiencing homelessness Suffolk University is 
converting one of its dormitories to provide 172 beds to reduce crowding and a former 
hospital in Brighton will reopen in the coming days to provide treatment beds for those 
who do become infected  
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so the city that's about 240 re purposed beds for homeless people are in crisis most of these 
are Suffolk University dormitory students are using coarse his most classes are a cancel for 
in-person meetings and the rest are a former hospital right Bob and active hospital those 
are feeling stretched as they  
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isolate themselves if exposed to the highly contagious virus including at suffolk university 
where dorms will be turned into a sheltered to help. the mayor pointing out that many are -
- too many rather are still  
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isolate themselves if exposed to the highly contagious virus including at suffolk university 
where dorms will be turned into a sheltered to help. the mayor pointing out that many are -
- too many rather are still  
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homeless population from the coronavirus outbreak. suffolk university dorms are one of 
the locations that will be used as part of the quarantine and recovery process. more than 50 
new beds will now  
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they will provide more safe spaces for homeless individuals >> john: suffolk university to 
safely quarantine. will repurpose a dorm to provide at least 172 beds. another 70 beds will 
be  
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they're coming. 170 plus from suffolk university using dormitory space not being used by 
students for the homeless population plus 70 beds at the hospital in brighton.  
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homeless individuals to safely quarantine" suffolk university is opening up dorm rooms to 
provide 172 more beds for those experiencing homelessness. a former hospital in brighton 
is  
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homeless individuals to safely quarantine" suffolk university is opening up dorm rooms to 
provide 172 more beds for those experiencing homelessness. a former hospital in brighton 
is  
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homeless individuals to safely quarantine" suffolk university is opening up dorm rooms to 
provide 172 more beds for those experiencing homelessness. a former hospital in brighton 
is  
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dorm transformed into homeless shelter>> suffolk university in boston... will be using one 
of its dorms... to house hundreds of the city's homeless population during the  
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Suffolk University on 98.5 The Sports Hub (WBZ-FM) - Boston, 
MA 
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cities also building a quarantine an isolation center next to the South hampton Street 
shelter repurposing a dormant Suffolk University and re-opening the clothes new pavilion 
building at Boston medical Center said the city's most vulnerable still get the treatment 
they need and often massive  
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and said non-essential businesses should remain closed local this morning Suffolk 
University is planning to make more than 170 dorm rooms available to people 
experiencing homelessness says mayor lost works to lower crowding at city shelters the 
owners of recreational marijuana stores are  
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had their first confirmed case in the homeless community-- suffolk university is opening 
up dorm rooms to provide 172 more beds. and a former hospital in brighton is also being 
repurposed to provide 70  
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had their first confirmed case in the homeless community-- suffolk university is opening 
up dorm rooms to provide 172 more beds. and a former hospital in brighton is also being 
repurposed to provide 70  
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WBZ This Morning  
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buildings into temporary shelters including dorms at suffolk university and a vacant former 
hospital in brighton. the buildings will provide more than 200 beds for the homeless the 
city says the brighton site  
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medical facility are being reopened this week solely address the medical needs of 
homeless people affected by the virus Suffolk University separately is opening up more 
than 170 of its dorm rooms to handle the overflow as mayor Walsh moves to expand 
resources for the most vulnerable he's reiterating the necessity as  
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to treat patients with scrid. converting a dorm building with >> suffolk university is more 
than 150 beds into a homeless shelter. a former hospital in brighton is doing the same.  
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last week in the city of Boston reported its first homeless case of kobe 19 to assist 
protecting those on the streets Suffolk University has converted one of the storms to 
provide safe quarantine for the homeless with 172 beds available another 70 beds will be 
available in the coming days said a former hospital in Brighton at the common  
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the city's homeless population mayor Marty Walsh says the news bases 172 beds at a 
downtown dormitory at Suffolk University and 70 more at a former hospital you break this 
expansion goes on the work that they've already been doing with the homeless population 
since the crisis began a steep street outreach teams still working every day to  
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spaces for homeless individuals to safely quarantine. >> reporter: suffolk university will 
repurpose a dorm to provide at least 172 beds. another 70 beds will be available at a 
former hospital  
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homeless individuals to safely quarantine" suffolk university is opening up dorm rooms to 
provide 172 more beds for those experiencing homelessness. a former hospital in brighton 
is  
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better being reopened 3 purpose or belts according teen center next to the South hampton 
Street shelter a dormant Suffolk University a former Boston medical Center building and a 
former acute care center in Brighton now by the Davis company's director of development 
Stephen Davis  
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treatment and shelter beds for homeless people affected by the virus announcing that 
Suffolk University is converting some of its dorm rooms to handle the overflow shelters in 
provide isolation space for homeless people who have contracted kobe 19 while the 
owners of  
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had their first confirmed case in the homeless community-- suffolk university is opening 
up dorm rooms to provide 172 more beds. and a former hospital in brighton is also being 
repurposed to provide 70  
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more shelter space and treatment facilities for people experiencing homelessness Suffolk 
University is converting one of its dormitory to provide 172 beds to reduce crowding at 
existing shelters and a former hospital in Brighton the mayor says will reopen in the 
coming days to provide treatment  
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massachusetts support the stayed home advisory mandated by governor Baker until early 
may according to a Suffolk University boston globe poll and I'm going to break down the 
numbers because boy they are overwhelming Let's start with the overall approval rating for 
governor Baker more than 80% giving a thumbs up but Here's where it  
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and other cities that are about to enter the 40 re purposed beds for homeless people are in 
crisis most of these are Suffolk University dormitory students are using coarse his most 
classes are a cancel for in-person meetings and the rest are a former Hospital right Bob and 
active hospital those are  
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spaces for homeless individuals to safely quarantine. >> suffolk university will repurpose a 
dorm to provide at least 172 beds. another 70 beds will be available at former hospital in  
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homeless individuals to safely quarantine" suffolk university is opening up dorm rooms to 
provide 172 more beds for those experiencing homelessness. a former  
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cities also building a quarantine an isolation center next to the South hampton Street 
shelter repurposing a dormant Suffolk University and re-opening the close newton pavilion 
building at Boston medical Center said the city's most vulnerable still get the treatment 
they need and Olson massive Rogers the BBC Austin's news radio  
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administration is failing to equip them with the proper tools to fight the Corona virus 
Suffolk University is playing to make 172 dorm rooms available for people experiencing 
homelessness as mayor law works to lower crowding at city shelters recreational 
marijuana dispensaries are petitioning  
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had their first confirmed case in the homeless community-- suffolk university is opening 
up dorm rooms to provide 172 more beds. and a former hospital in brighton is also being 
repurposed to provide 70  
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address the medical needs of those affected by the growing virus without a place to live 
Suffolk University is also opening up more than 170 of its dorm rooms to handle the 
overflow as the mayor moved to expand resources for the most vulnerable he's reiterating 
the necessity for people to practice social distance  
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highly contagious virus including here at suffolk university where dorms will be turned 
into a shelter to help. the mayor also pointing out too many are still gathering in parking 
lots and their  
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massachusetts support the stayed home advisory mandated by governor Baker until early 
may according to a Suffolk University boston globe poll and I'm going to break down the 
numbers because boy they are overwhelming Let's start with the overall approval rating for 
governor Baker more than 80% giving a thumbs up but Here's where it  
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spaces for homeless individuals to safely quarantine. >> suffolk university will repurpose 
the dorm to provide at least 172 beds. another 70 beds will be brighton.  
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last week in the city of Boston reported its first homeless case of kobe 19 to assist 
protecting those on the streets Suffolk University has converted one of the storms to 
provide safe quarantine for the homeless with 172 beds available another 70 beds will be 
available in the coming days said a former hospital in Brighton at the common  
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better being reopened 3 purpose or belts according teen center next to the South hampton 
Street shelter a dormant Suffolk University a former Boston medical Center building and a 
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former acute care center in Brighton now owned by the Davis company's director of 
development Stephen Davis what our company done and really Yep a backup to  
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shelter space in treatment facilities for people experiencing homelessness to that and 
Suffolk University is converting one of its dormitories to provide more than 170 beds to 
reduce crowding at existing shelters and a former hospital in Brighton will reopen in the 
coming days to provide treatment beds for those  
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